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@interface MMWebRichEditDelegate : NSObject { } - (void)webView:(id)arg1 performAction:(id)arg2; @end 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a medical needle holder, particularly to a needle holder which is effectively used in transfusing solution or medicine into a patient. 2. Description of the Prior Art Nowadays,

medical equipment and techniques for transfusing liquid medicine into a patient through a medical needle are widely used in medical treatment. These medical equipments may be applied to various fields, such as clinical, laboratory or industrial, in medical clinics, health care facilities, public health care institutions, etc. The
conventional medical needle holder generally includes a needle support, a needle cover hingedly connected to the needle support and a needle case rotatably received in the needle support and pivotally connecting the needle cover and the needle support. The case is generally formed as a rectangular tube and has an opening for

receiving the needle. When the case is received in the support, the cover can be pivoted to a closed position or a slidably to an open position. The
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use hack and.. 1) Make sure you choose the correct date when you try to pick up your Western Union money. Â 2) Check my bug report. Â Â 3). I have a
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